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Across

1. Real ‘rad' un-metro sort of areas (5,3,6)
8. Very effervescent remedy made originally from poison (5)
9. Verse about sexually transmitted disease I get after the

day (4,4)
11. Either way it's a decorator's hangover? (7)
12. Bodily fluid, also mat (7)
13. Letters written after a couple of shots in the dark (5)
15. Victim of violence bears one with a relaxed manner (9)
17. Bow, as a sign of respect, can be Asia's undoing (9)
20. Playwright comes home having caught mad cow

disease (5)
21. Display to leave outside hospital and crib-side (7)
23. Type of pain in which I have a large investment (7)
25. Strategic plan for dealing with bitter traitor coming

back on board ship (4,4)
26. Tree hugging Los Angeles style (5)
27. Fallacies growing out of non-scepticism (14)

Down

1. Tolled road passengers always condemn (12)
2. Prelude to somewhat rude twisted sort of humour (3,2)
3. Standards to be taken lightly (9)
4. Kidney-shaped pincher (7)
5. Makes a stand that's over in seconds first (7)
6. We can't tell if she's coming or going (5)
7. Flamboyant display that cries out . . . (9)

10. . . . as another character combs the deck (7,5)
14. Pigs at the place for food (9)
16. Up-scale failure at finding a natural type of 

insulation (6,3)
18. Profit-motive anteing (3,4)
19. Seamen's group as a group (2,5)
22. An acid or oxide or island protected by the province (5)
24. Over a month from last application of fertilizer (5)
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